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Mitsubishi Electric with a 10-year extended insurance
policy!
Mitsubishi Electric can now offer an insurance policy giving you security for up to 10 years.
The insurance policy applies to legal entities, on the condition that the refrigeration and heat
pump installation has an annual service agreement that is adhered to.

As part of our efforts to improve security, service and our environmental activities,
Mitsubishi Electric can now provide this extended insurance policy. The insurance policy is
from Arctic through Kyl & Värmepump Importörerna (Refrigeration and Heat Pump
Importers Association) which works to strengthen the role of the importer in the Swedish
refrigeration and heat pump market.
Mitsubishi Electric already offers a five-year warranty on all of its consumer products and is
environmentally active; "Eco Changes" was developed to represent the company's attitude
towards environmental management with an aim for a greener future. In addition to this,
the company also has eco-labelling such as the EU Ecolabel, which designates products and
services with superior environmental performance and ISO 14001.
Additional security
Today when a legal entity buys a refrigeration and heat pump installation there is a two-year
warranty against defects from Mitsubishi Electric. For additional security after the first two
years you can now take out insurance, giving you a total of ten years. In conjunction with the
installation of the system you can immediately take out a three-year extended insurance
policy. When five years have passed you can renew annually up to the full ten years.

The insurance policy applies to legal entities, on the condition that the refrigeration and heat
pump installation has an annual service agreement that is adhered to. Registration is carried
out by the dealer/installation company within three months of final inspection. When
registration has been carried out, Arctic sends out an insurance policy. This sets out the
terms and conditions and the period of the insurance.
Terms and conditions
The insurance policy covers mechanical breakdown and eliminates the excess and the
deduction for age applied by your buildings insurance if your refrigeration and heat pump
installation breaks down. If the cost of repairs does not exceed the excess on your buildings
insurance the extended insurance policy covers the entire amount with an excess of SEK
1,000. For further information see the terms and conditions at www.arctic.se/kvi (Page in
Swedish). The insurance company and insurance intermediary are under the supervision of
Finansinspektionen (the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority).
Mitsubishi Electric is a global leader in the research, manufacturing and marketing of electrical and
electronic equipment used in communications, consumer electronics, industrial technology, energy
and transportation. Its head office is located in Häggvik, north of Stockholm. The company also has
offices in Gothenburg and Lund.
The company has operated in the Nordic region for more than 30 years and has 50 employees.
Mitsubishi Electric Scandinavia is responsible for sales and the support of its own products in Sweden,
Finland, Denmark and the Baltic states.

